
CAPTAIN MARK RICHARDS:  TOTAL RECALL II (TWO):  SPACE COMMAND

This is my 2nd interview with CAPTAIN MARK RICHARDS. This contains my recall backed 
by handwritten notes from on site in Vacaville Prison with the help of his wife, Jo Ann Richards.

I spent nearly 4 hours this time talking with him and have carefully chronicled his testimony to 
the best of my ability as closely to his own words as possible under the circumstances.

The subject matter covers the Secret Space Program and our relations with various ET races both 
on and off planet. Our current level of technology and the ET connection between governments 
around the world and the military.

I will be posting a copy of his recent letter detailing the location of the current INTERSTELLAR 
SPACE CENTERS on Planet Earth and also the lists of questions along with a copy of our notes 
taken during the interview.

MARK'S LETTER - containing locations of INTERSTELLAR SPACE CENTERS CLICK 
HERE

TBA

NOTES TAKEN BY JO ANN RICHARDS AND TRANSCRIPT FROM KERRY'S AUDIO 
NOTES COMBINED INTO ONE DOCUMENT:

http://projectcamelotportal.com/files/MARKRICHARDSLETTER1A.pdf
http://projectcamelotportal.com/files/MARKRICHARDSLETTER1A.pdf


***

JULY 2014 

CAPTAIN MARK RICHARDS II

MAIN NOTES:  compilation of my recall and Jo Ann Richard’s notes in pencil during 
interview…

note:  these are notes only and not written in complete sentences with punctuation etc. 

Rough Draft notes

PENCIL ISSUE:

 they insisted that I know that this was weapon and Joann took notes while I was talking to him.  
I am struck by his presence of mind and his generosity of spirit is such that he is willing to 
respond to any question fully and completely.  He focuses on you he's he's he's very direct

and he doesn't mince words he also doesn't suffer fools gladly.  I asked him several times to 
respond to things that I have heard over the years out in the Alternative sector in order to get his 
reaction and sometimes  he would just unequivocally say no this is not true and sometimes.. he 
would say that something is partially true and then exactly how it's true.

TIME TRAVEL / MISSIONS CURRENT —OUT OF BODY OR IN ETHER… 

 One the most significant questions that I asked him which he  refused to answer but in refusing 
to answer the answer was therefore clear —-I asked him whether he felt he was still being 
utilized on missions.  Answered yes with body language…

He was very very clear as always and I have to say that all my answers I got all the answers to 
my questions and more and will  to try to relate here all the things that told so first of all I want to 
say that he also shared with in prison for this as many years as he has been why he's actually 
probably been able to survive it and that has a lot to train because she is a very well-trained 
military guy 

A captain inmate in the navy but he has since he was around three years old been taught how to 
use gun and defend himself and join us published many reports written by him and in part by her 
about his experiences prior to his incarceration soon if you haven't already tried to get a hold of 
those reports these to go to her website 

 I have a list pages long and I'm going to be giving this to him mailing it to them because they 
wouldn't allow me to actually hand it to him and so I mailed it to him, after the fact and then he 
will be able to also put in writing anything that we don’t cover— any questions I wasn't able to 
get an answer to…

As a captain in the Navy secret space program flying ships interdimensional  jumping  he is very 
well aware of the multi-verse 



He’s not waiting for DISCLOSURE… 

***

There are between 1200 and 1500 inmates who should be released for good behavior at 
Vacaville.  They have been asked to find a way to release them but they haven’t done so.

This is called a political football.  Mark Richards is one of those who qualifies…  VACAVILLE 
is a lower custody facility.

The kid who originally committed the murder Mark is accused and sentenced over has gotten a 
high paid lawyer and gotten his sentence overturned.  However, they refuse to release him 
anyway… What does that tell you?

Raptors play both sides/factions.  Naga’s daughter, is the Empress of the Raptors

see Harvest Moon ’77 (one of the reports for sale on Jo Ann Richard’s website:  Earth Defense 
Headquarters

EDHCA.org

TROGS -  7-9 foot tall cross between Ant-like creatures and Praying Mantis… negative (service 
to self) race

RAIDING PARTIES -  humans are abducted permanently off service Earth and have many uses 
to visiting races… 

USES OF HUMANS:

1.  FOOD SOURCE FOR REPS AND GRAYS (MAYBE OTHERS)

2.  ALLIES 

3.  SLAVES FOR BUILDING THINGS, SERVING VARIOUS RACES

4.  TRADING / BARTERING 

5.  STUDY - AS IN SCIENTIFIC STUDY

6.  EARTH IS DESIRABLE VACATION SPOT

7.  ACCESS TO MINERALS AND PRECIOUS STONES 

8.  TOP SIDE USE OF LAND / UNDERGROUND BASES - JUMPING OFF POINT TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS

9.  BREEDING AND GENETIC PROGRAMS WITH HUMAN FEMALES HIGHLY 
DESIRABLE



********

1.  BLACK STAR - DARK STAR ENERGY - from used to power space craft.  This type of 
energy is highly prized in the multi-verse.  It puts humans on the level with other interstellar 
races.  They don’t appreciate that.  

- Different than zero point energy

- Gotten from recently exploded neutron stars

- Most of science doesn’t understand dark energy

- Allows our space command to go interstellar and avoid jumping through black holes

-Technically, we could make it at CERN but it is both small and expense.

- The best way to snag it is with the help of various friendly races who help us navigate jumping 
(going back in time, to acquire it… Because we still don’t have complete control of where we 
jump to… You can jump too close to a system’s sun or star… Once you get caught in the gravitic 
pull of a body, you may not be able to escape.  

3 ways to get Dark Energy…. 

1.  Snag it by jumping back in time with navigation help from another race.  Snag it through gate.

2.  Trade it by giving them a large number of humans.  (darkest way)

3.  Barter — such as we did with the Canonians (Dog race of beings)… exchange for giving 
them an underground base on Earth (in Australia).

CANONIANS

According to Mark the Canonians like humans.  Often dress in hoods and go into malls etc to 
watch humans and have fun.  Consider Earth good jumping off point to other systems. Merchant 
race of the galaxy.  Can’t wait for disclosure so they can market to us.  Needed a safe place for 
their underground base.  Consider Earth safe for them. They stand upright  humanoid —their 
faces are like hound dogs

 SPACE COMMAND have done a deal with them and HAS BUILT THEM A BASE 
underground in Australia 

and in exchange for that they were given dark energy to go inter dimensional and travel far 
distances.

They sometimes go out IN appropriate weather with rain coats and 

 cover their faces and go out among the public because they just enjoy 



SIMILAR TO THE TALL WHITES AS REPORTED BY CHARLES HALL 

VARIOUS factions of the military and governments ALIGNED WITH VARIOUS 
INTERSTELLAR RACES are worth each other but each of the sessions is aligned with at least 
one and sometimes more than one race that those who serve and 

We're really dealing with what is in essence Exopolitics situation is all of these races are vying 
for power…. 

He said earth is extremely desirable because of its various systems and not the least of which is 
also our society 

He doesn't want to violate security but he did say that earths females are highly desirable to 
many off planet races…they use HUMANS FOR various purposes.  He didn't elaborate much on 
this.

2.  MARK’S PSYCHIC ABILITIES 

1.  He knew Pat Price -  he verified he died via remote viewing. Pat Price was the CIA equivalent 
of what Mark did for the USAF… 

2.  Pat Price was getting ready to come forward in 1975-76, was murdered.

3.  Mark started working for Lockheed at 16.  Was heavily tested for psychic and other abilities, 
and found that because of his childhood (in part) that he didn’t have limitations most children 
have.  Was able to achieve things most kids can’t… partially due to his father and mother and 
growing up with a father in the secret space program/ space command.  Father was known as the 
DUTCHMAN.  He was frequently introduced to many people in high places military and others 
that he doesn’t remember… 

4.  Asked about Kill shot from the sun — said it’s gov BS…there is no doom/gloom scenario that 
we don’t manage to get around for the next several centuries that he is aware of… 

5.  ETs both positive and negative have vested interest in seeing Earth remain and humans as 
well  (in case of positive / related ET groups)

6.  Alien or human illuminati could do an EMP to slow us down.

7.  Doesn’t think the NWO agenda would allow for this Earth to destroy their means to acquire 
more wealth and power.  They sell to the middle class.

8.  There are “no fracture lines in our mobius that suggest world destruction”…

9.  Pole shift concept…could happen but not man-made… Believes gov groups /factions are 
trying to figure out how to avoid it rather than create it.

10.  Humans have enemies that threaten us…  several races.



3.  BLACK OIL — GOO - yes was introduced by alien source probably reptilians.  Can take 
over humans..artificial intelligence but more like mushrooms or fungus.. You are not going to 
have a conversation with it anytime soon…  Still a factor to deal with…Has no agenda of its 
own.  Several species have this sort of technology.  Our military is still fighting it… but it’s more 
stabilized.

4.  We have an off planet group of PEACEKEEPERS/WATCHDOGS  willing to defend Humans 
and Earth…

5.  The Confederation of races — such as Ashtar Command - have been enemies at times and 
other times work with us on some things.  They have an agenda… 

****

6.  MT. SHASTA  -  Lemurian base has been there 15-16,000 years…  has gone through several 
changes and challenges.  Raptors were there in mid 70’s until about 1981-82.  They pulled out 
after the Falklands war …due to angst from other races who felt they were not to be trusted 
because too aligned with certain humans (NAVY?) and possibly Air Force as well.

7.  NAZI’S IN US GOV — doesn’t seem to believe they are in control of US. gov.  Thinks 
Bushes aren’t Nazis (just helped them because it made monetary and strategic sense) but they are 
FASCISTS.  The elected gov not Nazis however the Rich Nazis do run major corporations… and 
therefore run US. through them to some degree.

Nazis believe in totalitarian government… in favor of human slavery, social purity.  Got help 
from Aldebaran and Reptoids and probably TROGS.

8.  Says AFRICA — they have big plans for Africa and none of them good.  Something is going 
on in Nigeria and the Congo… did not deny that we sold large portions of Africa to incoming 
race from Aldebaran (need to get more about this…)  Says both CONGO & SOUTH AFRICA 
seen as important in the future … Mining of colored DIAMONDS — several alien species find 
COLORED DIAMONDS (not clear ones) very desirable.

7.  CATS -  panther type ; introduced concept of Cat goddess to Egypt and Mesopotamia … by 
Cat people.

8.  VESTA — asteroid .. there is a base in the asteroid with human and Nordic species.

9..   ORION SHIPS

- Ships from Orion System - built by Nordics (and other races?) have been sold to humans

- SPACE FLEET - belonging to and built by humans called ORION SHIPS… deep space fleet

(12 built in the ’50s)… upgraded since then.  Mark was a Captain of an Orion ship.

- we have an interchange program with aliens to learn about space travel and navigation.



10.  Verified that we have capability (as stated by Jake Simpson) to identify who is flying and 
incoming craft, type of craft etc from a distance of those flying into our solar system.  SOLAR 
WARDEN.. space fleet.  But we are not as fast at that as we need to be.

11.  MINERVA  — biological entity - SPACE SHIP - one of a kind in our solar system but she is 
in touch with others of her kind out there.  She is 40,000 years more advanced than our tech.  

- humans irritate her like fleas

— liked Mark and did mind meld so he could fly her using his abilities to interface with her

12.  WHY DOES’T MARK SIMPLY LEAVE ?  

-has offers from Raptors (to go to other planets) etc. but doesn’t want to leave friend and family

— yes they could break him out of prison at any time…

— if he was broken out he would have to leave because he would be hunted by enemies (Reps 
and some humans)

—he does have protection and is very able to protect himself as well.

— loves this planet — says its the best Earth like planet out of 1700 others for human life

13.  TERRAFORMING MOONS OF JUPITER & SATURN — he says no… but we do have 
BASES THERE…AND we have terraformed a couple of moons containing large numbers of 
humans (hundreds of thousands of humans) rescued from RAIDING PARTIES by the Raptors.  
They can’t bring them back here because they know at least some of the humans would talk and 
they can’t have that.

Note:  indications that we have more enemies that we know…. and that Humans are more 
desirable either as food and for breeding (genetic programs with human females) than we realize.

— our terraforming attempts have been less than successful because it is hard to get Earth plants 
and bacteria to grow in alien soil…

14.  MARS 

—Everything is underground.

15.  MISC.  RAPTORS — look like Steven Spielberg Jurassic park — 4 ft tall — hunched over 
on very large legs/thighs but if stretched out are about 8 feet tall.

— Anything they do to help humans can be used against them by Reptoids and Trogs..

— Raptors Empress viewed mobius of future timelines and the ones where they align themselves 
with humans are the most positive for their race.  So they are now dedicated to working with 
humans (not eating them).



—Raptors were eating humans until a TREATY in 1954.

— CHINA GATE - WAR  — a group of Raptors disagreed with the Empress and worked with 
Nazis/Reptoids against humans.

16.  CRYSTALLINE BEINGS BLOB-;LIKE — CALLED “JOTUNS”  — spies of the multi-
verse… used by other races because they can morph to take on almost any shape (couch, human) 
and are indistinguishable from the real thing)… but can’ only take shapes approx to their own 
real size.  Not friendly to humans.

17.  NEW BERLIN:  

—Build and run by Nazis

—Raptors and humans are there now as well.  

— Some small groups of ambassadors from other races including the BLUE GREYS who are 
friendly to humans.

— Mark admits to working with Nazis when necessary to his mission.

18.  ROTHSCHILDS — Mark has a problem with most Rothschilds but one… doesn’t believe 
they are necessarily Satanists. 

19.  BECHTELS — are WAY WORSE THAN ROTHSCHILDS… running behind the scenes a 
part of secret space program.

20.  Says DNA tests of Western Elite families does not contain reptilian stain…

Says humans have horrible tendencies not connected to the alien races…

21.  We can trace HUMAN DNA all the way back.. much further than commonly known.

22.  PLEIADIANS contributed DNA to humans — were the first humans… but left and have not 
contributed anything to help our DNA progress lately…

23.  CHEMTRAILS — yes being used to poison humans… terraform planet / contain nano and 
create Humanity 3.0  == looking for a more SUGGESTIBLE, (DOCILE) CONTROLLABLE, 
BUT SUPER SOLDIER TYPE OF HUMAN.

24.  Some parts of TREATIES WITH ALIENS have given away our rights.

25.  Doesn’t believe AUTISM (created by radiation exposure of parents) is being used to create 
pre-cogs.  (note I disagree strongly with this based on much investigation).

26.  Says we have lowered out standards of excellence in the military…



27.  Mark considers that he has made a COMMAND DECISION TO COME FORWARD.. as an 
OFFICER OF THE MILITARY….

28.  TIME TRAVEL — he travels without stargaze or wormhole === using basically the 
merkaba… light body in motion… Only question he would not answer was about him being sent 
on CURRENT ASSIGNMENTS in ether etc.  But in body language conveyed clearly this is the 
case.

—PARALLEL EARTH - very dangerous to go and find your doppleganger (double)…; warns 
must not touch them… would be very difficult.

— NAZIS - TIME TRAVEL & REVERSE AGING… they made great strides in longevity and 
reducing aging…  verified my time traveler story (spoken about on stage at my Awake & Aware 
Time Travel conference… yes 1000s of Nazi officers and scientists have been reduce aged… at 
innocuous jobs.  And working on the space program in secret.  Easiest place to hide is 
GERMANY.  (Hiding in plain site)…Since 1982 (?) easier for reduce-aged to blend back into 
society….

— WERNER VON BRAUN AND DISNEY were some of 1st men to be CLONED.

— AVATAR SCENARIO EASY TO ACHIEVE — using your own DNA

— Our mind is BASED on our DNA

29.  EARTH - BIG VACATION SPOT / OBSERVATION SPOT FOR VISITING SPECIES… 
they may sometimes fear us……Big “alien tourist industry”…

30.  PORTALS / STARGATES - BEINGNESS OF PLANETS ETC

—Saturn and Jupiter have large portals into other dimensions

—There is a species of gaseous creature that visits Mark and others … looks like grayish cloud

they can survive here

— says anything that develops a multi-genetic code is Alive

— there is no ruling body that controls Earth from Saturn 

— Saturn is considered a goddess being and worshipped or revered by several ET races… Back 
in 1961 and 71 we had interplanetary meetings but humans back then didm’t understand what 
being “alive” was… Story about aliens refusing to meet without Goddess Saturn present…
Jupiter also individual living being..

31.  ALL WORLDS ARE YOURS EXCEPT FOR EUROPA — 



— says race of Worms inhabit it and want to develop their race there so it is off limits to other 
beings to occupy however there are installations (we have one) and 16 robotic bases there.  
(note :  I remote viewed this as well..)

32.  We have been attacked by ADVANCED AI SPECIES… robots /adroids more…

33.  GOLD  -  not the same energetically as that found off planet.. why?— doesn’t have same 
pollution levels as Earth gold.. nor same long term pressures…

— used in space travel as directional locator

— doesn’t know about inter dimensional qualities but acknowledges possible

— We could slide Earth slightly off-kilter but it is dangerous…

34.  WHY HE TALKS — believes his info is dated and built in deniability by gov due to 
imprisonment etc.

35.  WAR IN MIDDLE EAST — about guarding stargates with Raptors help — NUMEROUS 
GATES ALONG RANGE OF MOUNTAINS BETWEEN IRAN AND IRAQ… but they are 
shifting constantly floating up and down…making guarding them more and more difficult.

36.  WARS — POLITICS - INTERSTELLAR RACE INVOLVEMENT

There is evidence of ALIEN VISITATION some buried such as IN GOBI DESERT… IN 
MALTA…

— Carved mural ner Persepolis

— Iran — we are battling them since 1979 (up until then they were “fine”) but since then taken 
over by Reptoids and “Jinn” 

— their Imams are being deceived and turned against us by Reptoids…

— Certain races of OCEANICS advise our Navy

—Raptors CLOSEST to USAF

— Russians are more aligned with Reptoids

— Our animosity toward Russians goes back many years due to different human conditions 
creating us as a different type of humanity

— Russians more hardy due to strenuous conditions/ life style /  and meaner as a result.

— Chinese are aligned with RACE OF HAIRY HUMANOIDS / AND ZETAS… He knows of 3 
other races interacting with Chinese but does not know of any new technological advantage.. 



(this came from a whistleblower who claims the Chinese were recently given an new tech no one 
else has to give them the advantage so they can “rule the world”…)

— URAL MTN BASES - There are new Russian bases in the Ural Mountains affecting US - 
Russian relations

37.  PUTIN AND UKRAINE 

— Putin wanted Crimea for reasons… pertaining to bizarre MAGNETIC anomalies in that 
country ..tanks and troops disappearing in thin air — many such occurrences…(my comment:  
The very uneven energy in Crimea and Putin’s desire to get control of Crimea may be in part 
because of the pyramids found there).

— Putin knows all secrets… not the good guy he pretends to be —however very smart and 
comes across better because far more read in on truth than Obama and other Western politicians.

38.  MALTA — SOME OF RUINS NOT OF THIS PLANET 

— TEMPLES built by other races

— vortexes there are controlled by Vatican and Knights of Malta etc.

— yes one of the powerhouses on Earth

—Mark was thinking of writing a book on Malta, loves it but they killed an important and 
powerful friend of his there

— Mnajdra and other temple built by Raptors.. see their size and size of doors… not by 
Longheads.

—Ggantija was major GALATIC SPACE CENTER where many races from Multiverse would 
meet also containing SPACE PORT LIKe ZEPTEPI… IN SOUTHERN TURKEY.  Big alien 
ttourist spot.

— Vatican using Knights of Malta to hide MANY SECRETS on Malta re Atlantis and more.

39.  ATLANTIS

— MALTA was a safe haven… but Atlantis likely was (according to Pleiadians - North 
American continent —back in those days just around 1000 miles off Portugal…MALTA RE the 
information that I've been getting go there to bring a group to investigate is right on.

—ATLANTIS — There is evidence of Atlantis off the coast of Gibraltar and undersea substantial 
things have been found there GOBI desert fAND other places as well.  SAYS THE 
PLEIADIANS SAY that our earth was smaller AND HAS expanded so that got me days of 
Atlantis is very likely that he believes United States was a lot closer and U.S may actually be 
Atlantis.



—MALTA he agrees was a sanctuary 

40.  Re TOWER ON THE MOON FOR SOULS ? REINCARNATION?

— says NO… there are many towers on the Moon but nothing to do with Reincarnation!

41.  BUSH branch of NWO - cabal - forced to pull back since 2008… due to mismanagement…

42.  Mark is a deep believer in the DREAM OF THE UN… 

—says there are at least 2 main meeting places on Earth today for interstellar races… one in 
Britain and one in Chile.  The one in Chile is often attacked by Earthquake weapons from the 
reps… it is in Southern Chile.

— One old one in UK was in a well known castle.. Major meeting place.  Now changed to Space 
Command Center in Leiscester… not as much for meetings but still a lot more going on there 
than public realizes…(see Mark’s letter).

43.  Secret Space Program RUN PRIMARILY BY US & RUSSIA along with UK & FRANCE.

44.  MARK’s STATE OF MIND AND HOW HE SURVIVES PRISON… 

45,  RAIDING PARTIES… TAKING HUMANS… WOMEN AND CHILDREN MAINLY… 
OFF PLANET   TERRAFORMED A COUPLE MOONS OUTSIDE OUR SOLAR SYSTEM… 
HIDDEN 

WILL NOT REVEAL WHERE…  large numbers of humans on that were recaptured by the 
raptors and rescued…. taken to the terraformed Moons— hundreds of thousands — the reason 
they can't bring them back to earth is because that at least some of those people would end up 
talking and Mark said that they couldn't allow that because that would reveal the whole secret…

46.  We have PEACEKEEPERS - WATCH FORCE that patrols or galaxy maintained by our 
various allies.  There's a group that is dedicated to keeping people peace in the solar system and 
that they there are there are similar to our United Nations with your different group and I try to 
broker peace between various rival beings and Factions.

47.  NORM BERGRUN- RINGS OF SATURN  — DIDN’T know about SHIPS in Rings of 
Saturn per Norm Bergrum.  Doesn’t think there is a Control group from Saturn over Earth.  He 
did say some major portal into the multi-verse from Saturn and Jupiter as well.

48.  TERRAFORMING he said that the earth is very very hard for us to TERRAFORM that 
people don't understand the difficulty there has a lot to do with the fact that we had trouble 
getting bacteria to grow in an alien environment. Therefore it's very hard to get plants take 
root… so they use hydroponics in an enclosed structure.  17,000  (or 1700??)  Earthlike planets 
but none of them are as conducive to human human life as our Earth.

49.  STARGATES -  Earth’s star gates -  he said you can  create a portal any where.  Humans can 
create a portal which to go that we have the capability.  And then there are the  ones that are 



being fought over and there's a range of mountains between IRAN AND IRAQ  where the  gates 
are shifting …for the gates don't stay in place and therefore they're very hard to guard and and 
and so on.

50.  ET's that are investing in movies movies make the most money and that that money is all 
going into the black projects.   There is a paper trail that Hollywood has that would prove this… 
but it is hidden.  George Lucas and James Cameron are very well versed in what is going on here 
on planet earth and know the Raptors are investing in their movies….  

MORE movies coming about DRAGONS.. for  PR purposes  by Raptors…to improve Human-
Raptor relations!

51.  HUMANS AS A COMMODITY  — needs more investigation

humans are a commodity in the multi-verse that they sometimes used to trade for what we (the 
Secret Space program) really wants like whether it's dark energy or something else.

However, there is also a protection for the humans and but there's a lot less of that going on 
because of the NEW TREATIES that have been made as of this sort of protection.

end of notes ... ALL RIGHTS RESERVED by Project Camelot.


